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Preface

It’s so easy to search the internet that we never really think about how we
do it any more. Let’s say that you wanted to know the game time for your
favorite sports team. You’d just type the terms “game schedule Yankees”
into the search bar. Hit Search and, voila! The schedule appears on your
screen. Easy!

Now, let’s say that you’re at work and you need to search for something -
reports, documents, data. How would you do that? You would perhaps try
the intranet, some select systems. You might try several different
spreadsheets or systems that hold lists of potential systems to look in to find
the answer you are looking for. In such spreadsheets and systems, you
would be browsing your way through categories of systems and data. It’s
not like searching the internet, far from it.

In fact, every day at work, we search and communicate with such difficulty
that it reduces our company productivity by up to 10%. For data scientists,
the numbers are even worse as they lose over half their time searching for
relevant data. That substantially limits innovation based on data - and that is
dangerous, as your company then risks losing its leverage with competitors.

As a consequence of having poor search capabilities, you may be unable to
have a searchable overview of business critical data, such as technical
drawings of factories or laboratories - data that you need to protect from
cyber attacks. Not being able to identify and process personal identifiable
information could violate data regulations and subject your company to
heavy fines. All in all, the fact that you can’t search for data results in:

Reduced productivity

Low data driven innovation

Higher exposure to cyberattacks

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/technology-media-and-telecommunications/our-insights/the-social-economy
https://www.zdnet.com/article/workers-waste-half-their-time-as-they-struggle-with-data/


Increased risk of data protection fines

Data catalogs have been invented to address these problems and solve them.
Data catalogs provide a searchable overview of all the data in your
company. Unfortunately, data catalogs are disregarded as a solution to
inefficient search because they are often difficult to implement and require
some up-front work. You have to organize your data before you can make it
searchable, which could be seen as a huge hassle. You would also need to
teach all of your users how to use the data catalog, which could lead to
some resistance.

The thought of undertaking such a big project of organizing your
company’s information can be daunting, but think of the payoff!

We need to think about data catalogs in a different way. Instead of thinking
of your catalog as a collection of metadata with tools to search and manage
it, think of it as a search engine. Everything you need from your company’s
information could be accessible by searching for it. In this book, I’ll show
you how to implement a data catalog as a search engine.

In this book, we’ll discuss the benefits of implementing a data catalog, how
you can organize the data for your catalog, how to search for the data you
need, how to manage your data once it’s in the catalog, and the future of
data catalogs. Although data catalogs are a good solution, they are not quick
fixes or silver-bullet solutions. I’ll take you though some of the things
you’ll need to consider along the way to implement a successful data
catalog.

This book is not written entirely from a data management perspective, but
additionally from a library and information science perspective. The library
and information science field is one that has studied and innovated catalogs
for over a century, so we should capitalize on it. Drawing on that, I propose
an implementation and strategic use of data catalogs based on two general
principles:

1. How you organize data defines how you can search it.

2. Data catalogs should strive towards simplicity, not complexity.



In this book, I’ll also introduce a data catalog format and query language
that I developed that will enable you to search for absolutely everything.



Who Should Read This Book
You’re most likely reading this book because you’re involved with planning
to implement a data catalog, improve an existing one, sunset it or simply
trying to understand what kind of technology a data catalog is; what it does,
how it should be used, and if it can help you in a certain way.

You may be a data steward, data analyst, data scientist, data protection
officer, chief information security officer or an IT architect focusing on data
and information – you may even be a chief data officer. I encourage you to
read this book because it will provide a new and different perspective on
data catalogs – one that you won’t find in any other book.

Why I Wrote This Book
The first time I saw a data catalog I was immediately struck by its potential.
Frankly, it was magical. For the first time, I was looking at metadata from
the entire IT landscape of the company I was working in. As charmed as I
was with all the information at my fingertips, I was also struck by the poor
search features that kept me from interacting smoothly with all this data.

Vendors often pitch their data catalogs as having magical search capabilities
that are easy, fast, and precise. You just type a couple of words in the search
bar and BOOM you got the most precise hit right there at the top of your
search results within microseconds. Sadly, data catalogs rarely perform like
that, right out of the box. Data is extremely difficult to organize and
therefore just as difficult to search for again. So, how do you fix it so it
works as advertised? This is what I answer in this book.

I see a missed opportunity in how we treat data catalogs. As someone with a
background in library and information science, I worked a lot on reference
databases. Reference databases hold metadata that refers you to data
sources outside of the database you are searching in. I realized that that’s
exactly what data catalogs do: They don’t contain data, they hold metadata
about data that you can find elsewhere. As such, in this book I will show
you how to manage your data catalog as a reference database. This thinking



will allow your data catalog to become exactly what the vendors promised
—an easy, fast, and precise company search engine of the future.



Navigating This Book
This book is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 describes what a data catalog is and what it can do for your
organization. This chapter sets the stage for the book; many of its
concepts and technologies will be explained in greater detail later.

Chapter 2 describes how to organize your data in a data catalog, both
in terms of the domains the data belong in, what data sources they
come from and how you can use various approaches to describe your
data with metadata .

Chapter 3 will be an eyeopener for you: This chapter shows you all the
ways you can search your organized data in different ways: You can do
simple, fast searches, long complex ones, you can browse sideways
back and forth and see how data travels and changes, you can browse
up and down, to see how data is located, in the overall structure of
your company’s entire data landscape, and you can browse relational
graph structures of words or data, across systems and domains.

Chapters 4 - 6 tell you how you should implement and manage a data
catalog. These chapters will help with onboarding people and making
their data sources available in the data catalog. You will also learn
ways to create access to data sources, both using a data mesh approach
and an immutable data warehousing approach. All this while
upholding principles that ensure a smooth, powerful and compliant
data catalog.

Chapter 7 discusses the future of data catalogs. I have a very particular
vision for the data catalog, that boils down to this: Your company
intranet will be like the internet

Chapter 8 wraps up the learnings provided in this book. In this chapter,
I’ll bring together the key takeaways of the book and point you to
additional resources that will help you on your continued journey



towards a perfectly searchable overview of all the data in your
company - provided by a data catalog!



Chapter 1. The Data Catalog

A NOTE FOR EARLY RELEASE READERS
With Early Release ebooks, you get books in their earliest form—the
author’s raw and unedited content as they write—so you can take
advantage of these technologies long before the official release of these
titles.

This will be the 1st chapter of the final book. Please note that the
GitHub repo will be made active later on.

If you have comments about how we might improve the content and/or
examples in this book, or if you notice missing material within this
chapter, please reach out to the editor at rfernando@oreilly.com.

In this chapter, you’ll learn how a data catalog works, who uses them, and
why. First, we’ll go over the core functionalities of a data catalog and how
it creates an overview of your organization’s IT landscape, how the data is
organized, and how it makes searching for your data easy. Search is often
underutilized and undervalued as part of a data catalog, which is a huge
detriment to data catalogs. As such, we’ll talk about how treating your data
catalog as a search engine will unlock the potential for success.

In this chapter, you’ll also learn about the benefits of a data catalog in an
organization: A data catalog improves data discoverability, subsequently
ensuring data governance and enhancing data driven innovation. More,
you’ll learn about how to set up a data discovery team and you’ll learn who
are the users of your data catalog. I’ll wrap up this chapter by explaining the
roles and responsibilities in the data catalog.

OK, off we go.



The Core Functionality of a Data Catalog
At its core, a data catalog is an organized inventory of the data in your
company. That’s it.

The data catalog provides an overview at a metadata level only, and thus no
actual data values are exposed. This is the great advantage of a data catalog:
you can let everyone see everything without fear of exposing confidential or
sensitive data.

In this section, we will discuss the three key features of the data catalog,
namely that it creates an overview of the data in your IT landscape, it
organizes your data and it allows you to search your data. Let’s take a brief
look at how data catalogs do this.

NOTE
With a data catalog, your entire organization is given the ability to see all the data it has.
All of it. Think about how useful it would be to have that transparency. For example,
data scientists will no longer spend half their time searching for data - but far less time.
And they will have a much better overview of data that can really deliver value. Think
about the possibilities. They could be using their newfound time to analyze that data and
discover insights that could lead the enterprise to developing better products!

Creates an Overview of the IT Landscape
An overview of your IT landscape involves finding and displaying all the
data sources in it, along with listing the people or roles attached to it.

A data catalog can pull metadata with a built-in crawler that scans your IT-
landscape. Alternatively, it can pull metadata by having your data systems
report metadata to your catalog. Some data catalogs use push or pull, but
most use a combination of the two. We will discuss push and pull in more
detail in Chapters 2 and 6.

The IT landscape that is reflected in your data catalog will get business
terminology added to it, as “tags” - terms that are created in the data catalog



and organized in glossaries. We will discuss glossary terms in Chapter 2 and
how to search with them in Chapter 3.

Besides glossary terms, you can also enhance your data catalog’s assets
with metadata with additional descriptions, classifications, and more. In
Chapter 2, we’ll talk about the data catalog format, which will allow you to
clearly express the metadata in an organized way.

Furthermore, a data catalog has various roles built into it, such as data
steward, data owner, and other roles that all carry out specific tasks in the
data catalog - I will describe those roles for you at the end of this chapter.

Once you have pulled/pushed your IT landscape and assigned glossary
terms, other metadata and roles to it, it’s searchable in the catalog.

In Figure 1-1 you can see the typical situation in a company before a data
catalog is implemented. All employees use some of the same data sources
(IT systems, applications components), depending on what they do in the
company. No one uses all data sources. In Figure 1-1, each box connected
to the employees is a set of data sources that contain data.



Figure 1-1. What employees can see in an IT landscape



No employee can see all the data in the IT landscape. Even more confusing:
No employee can see what data others can see. Basically, no one knows
about all the data in the IT Landscape: It’s opaque.  This reality is also
referred to as data silos: That several groups of employees work with their
own data in their own systems, isolated, ignorant and unaware of the data in
the rest of the organization. This state - the data siloed state - is the root
cause of an immense set of problems in many organizations, that the data
catalog addresses and ultimately solves. These include data analytics
activities applied not on the best possible data, but the data that can be
found, data that is not protected correctly in terms of information security
and personal sensitivity.

1



Figure 1-2. The IT landscape crawled/pushed in the data catalog

The data catalog is added to this setup in Figure 1-2. In the data catalog, it’s
the complete opposite situation than in the IT landscape itself. In the data
catalog, all data in all data sources is visible to all employees. Everyone can
see everything - at the metadata level.

The more the data catalog expands, the more everyone can see. If this
makes you think that a data catalog holds remarkable potential, you’re not



wrong - and you will discover the magnitude of that potential in this book.

NOTE
You may have noticed that I have added a spider above in the pull box in Figure 1-2. A
crawler that performs the pull function is sometimes called a spider, that name came
about with the crawlers in search engines on the internet - the spider crawls the web.

Now, let’s have a look at how a data catalog organizes data.

Organizes Data
As a data catalog crawls the IT landscape, it organizes the metadata for data
entities within the landscape as assets pertaining to a data source and stores
them in domains. However, you play a big part in this: You must design the
domains and part of the metadata that the assets are assigned.

What is an asset? An asset is an entity of data that exists in your IT
landscape. It could be a file, folder, table, stored in a data source such as an
application or database, etc. Assets are for example documents in a data
lake, SQL tables in a database and so on. When the data catalog collects
metadata about the asset, whether it by push or pull methods, it obtains
information such as the asset’s creation date, owner, column name, schema
name, or whatever is most relevant to the asset. You must add metadata to
the asset beyond what was populated by the push/pull operation. We’ll talk
more about this in chapter 5.

And so what is a data source? Simply put, a data source refers to where the
data that is being used comes from. It can be an IT system, application, or
platform, but it can also be a spreadsheet. In the context of this book, the
type of data source is irrelevant because they can be treated in the same
way.

You must be aware that data catalogs that crawl IT landscapes (i.e. that
pulls, not pushes) come with standard connectors to only a selected set of
data sources.



A domain is a group of assets that logically belong together. These assets
may stem from one or more data sources. For example, a domain with
finance data may both have analytics data sources and budget data sources.
It is critical to define your domains with care because they should be
intuitive for employees outside that domain - and they should be intriguing
to explore for those employees - a data catalog is about breaking data silos!

NOTE
So far, data catalogs have only been described in the Data Management litterature. In
that literature, the understanding of domains refers solely to Domain Driven Design
(DDD), as an attempt to push DDD thinking into the mapping of data in the entire IT
landscape. In this book, you’ll find domain thinking extended to the century-long
tradition of domain-studies in Information Science. This will provide you with a deeper,
more functional understanding of domains than in normal Data Management litterature -
you’ll find all this in Chapter 2.

Now that you have a better idea of how assets, data sources, and domains
work, let’s look at a few examples of how they all fit together. Figure 1-3
shows a table in a database (also known as a data source, in a data catalog)
and how it’s visible as an asset in the data catalog.



Figure 1-3. Table in a data source and how it’s visible as an asset in the data catalog

As you can see to the right side of the figure, no values are included in the
asset in the data catalog. In this case, sensitive data - customer names - are
not visible in the data catalog, like they are in the data source. In the data
catalog, only the column name is displayed. In this way, everyone can see
everything in the data catalog. It’s the actual values in for example tables,
that has prevented a complete overview of data in your company. With the
data catalog, those days are over, and you can ignite data driven innovation
and enhance data governance.

You can add metadata to your asset, in this case a table, both at table level
and for each column. Every piece of metadata added to your asset will
inscribe it with context relevant to the knowledge universe of your
organization. This will make your asset more searchable. We’ll talk more
about how to organize in Chapter 2, and how to search for it in Chapter 3.

Furthermore, it’s important to understand that assets should be organized
into vertical, horizontal, and relational structures. Vertical organization



enables you to pinpoint exactly what kind of data your asset represents.
This is achieved through domains and subdomains. In the Product Sales
Details asset in Figure 1-3, the vertical organization specifies which part of
the company the data comes from, for example, Finance. The horizontal
organization of assets allows you to display how the asset moves in your IT
landscape. This is done with data lineage. Data lineage depicts how data
travels from system to system, and, ideally, how the data is transformed as
it travels. In the Product Sales Details in Figure 1-3, lineage would for
example display that the dataset resides in a database, and that it is used in a
Business Intelligence report, indicated by an arrow to the right of the asset,
pointing towards the BI report. The relational organization of assets depicts
how selected subparts of an asset are related to other subparts of other
assets. This is done with relations, in the shape of graph databases. In the
Product Sales Details assets in Figure 1-3 the relational organization of the
Size column could for example be related to other volume metrics data in
other assets, e.g., from manufacture data, referring to machine volume
capacity etc.

All together, a fully organized table asset in a data catalog is depicted in
Figure 1-4.



Figure 1-4. A fully organized asset in a data catalog

Once your assets have been organized into neat vertical, horizontal, and
relational structures, you might be tempted to think that your job is done
and you no longer need to work on your magical data catalog. That is not
the case! You should not consider a data catalog to be a repository that only
needs to be organized once. You should always be open to reorganizing
assets and improving the metadata. Not only will it make sure things are
neat and tidy, but it will optimize your assets for search

Accordingly, let’s take a first look at searching a data catalog.

Enables Search of Company Data
Search is one of the key functionalities of a data catalog. It is often treated
as just a feature, but it can be so much more than that if you make it the



driving factor of your data catalog strategy. Think of your data catalog as a
search engine, the same kind of search engine that you’d use to peruse the
internet. A data catalog and an internet search engine are fundamentally
similar in that they both crawl and index their landscapes and allow you to
use metadata search terms to easily identify the information you want to
access.The main difference is that while an internet search engine covers
the internet landscape, a data catalog covers your organization’s IT
landscape.

So, what does it look like when you treat your data catalog as a search
engine? Let’s take a look at one in action.

NOTE
Throughout this book, we’ll be looking at the data catalog of Two Ravens. Two Ravens
is a fictitious Scandinavian architecture company that specializes in sustainable
construction that uses wood from forests close to their building sites.

The Two Ravens data catalog revolves around organizing data and
searching for it. Figure 1-5 shows the interface for the Two Ravens catalog.
The search bar allows you to enter terms to do a regular search of the data
catalog, but you can click the Advanced button to do a more detailed
search. The magnifying glass allows you to use the browser function and a
pile of books icon gives you access to the glossaries. Note that this looks
very similar to most popular internet search engines.



Figure 1-5. The data catalog frontend in Two Ravens

Let’s look at how you might use this data catalog. Say that you are an
employee at Two Ravens and you overheard a group of people in the
canteen during lunch. They talked about this clever data scientist named
Kris, mentioning that he’s an asset steward for some SQL table assets in
your company’s data catalog (you’ll learn about asset stewards later in this
chapter; right now it’s not important). Unfortunately, you didn’t ask the
group any questions, although such SQL tables could be useful for you, in
the projects you are currently working on. Back at your desk, you search the
data catalog as depicted in Figure 1-6.

Figure 1-6. First search for Kris

That search returns an enormous amount of hits. The Kris you’re looking
for is most likely in there somewhere, but there are too many imprecise hits



to go through all this. Instead, you narrow the search to only look for asset
stewards, depicted in Figure 1-7.

Figure 1-7. Second search for Kris

That’s definitely better, but there are still so many different people called
Kris that you need another way to find what you are searching for. Perhaps
you can search the Central Glossary, by searching for Data Science? You
give it a go, illustrated in Figure 1-8.

Figure 1-8. Searching for the glossary term “Data Science”

And you receive tons of hits. But wait! You can filter on asset types, and
you remember the group of people mentioning SQL tables. You filter on
SQL tables tagged with the term “data science.” And then, you get the idea
of ranking those hits alphabetically by the asset steward - yes! There we go,



you’ve got Kris’ assets displayed on the screen! They’re all nicely arranged,
each column in the SQL tables have been given descriptions and glossary
terms. You would definitely like to take a look at this data, so you push the
“request access” button that pings Kris for your request. You succeeded.
Then, you realize that you could also just have used an advanced search like
in Figure 1-9.

Figure 1-9. Advanced search for the exact information need

You’ve got a glimpse of how search works in the example, but search is
described in full depth in Chapter 3. The more searchable data is, the more
you enable the one, big benefit of a data catalog: Data Discovery.

Data Discovery
A data catalog enables all employees to search all data in their company.
Searching and actually finding data is called data discovery, and that’s what
a data catalog is all about!

Nevertheless, data discovery is rarely thought of as searching for data, but
often as searching in data, in databases, to find new insights about
customers, products etc.



Searching for data can be haphazard conversations with colleagues, by
memory, or, it can be structured, meaning that searching for data takes place
in a formalized manner in a solution designed for the purpose of searching
for data,  for example a data catalog. The difference between searching for
data and searching in data may strike you as not very important - but it is!

Put simply, data discovery begins with discovering that certain data exists
at all, not what’s inside it. Once you get your data catalog up and running,
you will exponentially accelerate data discovery in data, because the
preceding search for data is remarkably more effective with a data catalog
than without it.

Today, data catalogs are emerging as the company equivalent of the internet
search engines. And data catalogs to, should strive for ambient findability.
That’s how smooth data discovery for data must be: In your data catalog,
you should be able to find anyone or anything from anywhere at any time -
in your company.

NOTE
Ambient findability is completely unattached to how you search in data. Searching in
data is so un-smooth and subtle that an entire field has evolved out of it: data science. I
discuss this extensively in chapter 3.

Data discovery in a data catalog serves two purposes:

Data-driven innovation

Data governance

Data-driven innovation supported by a data catalog is pretty simple: Data
scientists, - analysts and similar profiles all need data. Without a unified,
global overview of all data in your company, these highly paid employees
just work with the data they happen to know - in their data silo - and not the
best fit data for what they want to do. You can change that with a data
catalog and create a complete overview of all the data in your company.

2
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This means that data-driven innovation can accelerate and deliver
substantially more value.

Data governance supported by a data catalog has many advantages, and I’ll
discuss these in depth in chapter 4. The most important one is the capability
to classify all data in your IT landscape both in terms of sensitivity and
confidentiality. This will be of great value for your Data Protection Officer
(DPO) and your Chief Information Officer (CISO) - indeed for your entire
company. A data catalog applies rules to its pull/push capability, so that all
its assets are automatically assigned a sensitivity classification and a
confidentiality classification. You can take a look in chapter 2 about this for
more details. For now, just remember that the power of automated
classification of sensitivity and confidentiality directly on your IT landscape
is a bedazzling feature that won’t be difficult to sell.

The Data Discovery Team
A data catalog is not the job of one person alone. Rather, it is the work of an
entire team to implement, maintain, and promote the usage of the data
catalog across your organization. Although you could call this your data
catalog team, I encourage you to call this your data discovery team instead.
This tells everyone not just what technology you use, but on what capability
you deliver, which is data discovery.

TIP
Data discovery teams can focus solely on data catalogs or more widely on all metadata
repositories. You should push for the latter: Preferably, the Data Discovery Team owns
and curates all metadata applications about IT. In this way it can promote data discovery
from the totality of sources where these are exposed at a metadata level.

Who works in a data discovery team? You can divide data discovery team
members into two basic profiles: architects, for frontend, and engineers, for
backend.



Data Catalog Architects
A Data Catalog Architect provides advice to all end users of the data
catalog and works in the data catalog frontend. Data Catalog Architects
provide counseling in specific contexts of organizing data and searching it.
They have the ultimate responsibility for the map of the IT landscape in
logical domains, and oversee that the map expands according to that
structure. Data catalog Architects are responsible for monitoring the life
cycle of assets. In that context, they ensure that no assets are left without
relevant roles assigned to it, and that the retention time for the assets are
correctly managed.

A time consuming task for data catalog architects is to educate end users to
be independent, and work with only a minimum of support from the data
catalog team itself. Accordingly, Data Catalog Architects design and teach
courses in the data catalog, about how to organize data and search data:

Organize data

This includes topics that will make end users capable of adding and
managing their data sources in the catalog themselves such as:

Pushing/pulling data sources into the data catalog. This includes
identifying the data source, attaching all the roles to it, and using
rules for automated classification of data. (We’ll discuss roles and
responsibilities later in this chapter)

Designing and applying automated processes of adding metadata to
assets. For example, descriptions and terminology from the
glossaries, either via usage of API’s or via built in functions in the
frontend of the data catalog.

Creating and managing glossary terms.

Search data

This includes teaching end users how to search for data using
techniques such as:



What simple search does and how you can use it. (most likely,
simple search won’t be as smooth and intuitive as search engines on
the internet, but there are ways to get close to that state

Browsing in all dimensions, that is, vertical in domains and
subdomains, horisontal in data lineage and relational in associative
structures connected to your asset.

The IRQL behind the advanced search feature and what this query
language allows and is unfit for, compared to simple search and
browse.

Finally, the Data Catalog Architects maintain the most complex overview of
the data catalog, called the Metamodel. The metamodel is the model that
provides an overview of all components in the data catalog. The metamodel
also includes all relations between these components. For example, an asset
can be curated with glossary terms, the assets must have an owner, that
owner must have a role in the data catalog and so on. Basically, the
metamodel defines how you can physically structure your data catalog,
below the level of conceptual metadata structures, that are free and not
subject to physical limitations.

Metamodels differ substantially from provider to provider, from very
simple metamodels to very complex ones. Simple metamodels are not less
desirable than complex ones, they both have pros and cons: Simple
metamodels make your data catalog easy to implement, but can show
weakness in terms of the refinement of organizing your data catalog in the
long run. Complex metamodels provide the latter, but can be also unduly
intricate and difficult to implement.

Data Catalog Engineers
Data Catalog Engineers work in the backend of the data catalog, and assists
the Data Catalog Architect on more technical issues for organizing data,
searching it and providing access to it.



The data catalog engineer supports data catalog architects and end users in
setting up the actual push/pulls of data sources into the data catalog. This
may include usage of API to curate assets with metadata, lineage or the like.
They oversee the functionality of rules that classify and profile data when
pulling/pushing data into the data catalog, and they create additional rules
for classifying data. The engineer merely ensures that the rules work, based
on feedback and conversations with the data catalog architect, that gathers
knowledge from conversations with end users and employees from CISO
and DPO functions.

The data catalog engineer ensures that search activity in the catalog is
logged and measured appropriately, so that the data catalog counselor has
the best possibilities of improving the search features of the catalog.

Once end users discover data that they want to access, the data catalog
engineer is involved in providing guidance and practical help if needed.
More simple access requests may simply include that the access requester is
created as an end user in/of the data source. But if the data source has to be
used in a software context, where the data in the source is to be exposed or
processed, then the complexity of providing access to the source increases.
Basically, there are three ways to get data from the data source and to the
one requesting it: Read-Only Data Stores (RDS), APIs and Streaming.

Finally, the data catalog engineer manages the data catalog environments on
test, dev and prod (if more than one environment exists), including all
security aspects and backend management of user profiles.

The data discovery team can refer upwards in the company, in three
directions:

Data governance

Chief Data Officer (CDO)

Data innovation

I discuss them in depth in chapter 4. But briefly, these are the benefits these
directions can be described as follows:



The advantage of placing the data discovery team in a Data Governance
part of the company is that it leads to better data compliance and efficiency
of the operational backbone. You will enable that confidential and sensitive
data is protected. Nevertheless, if such an approach is used, a data catalog
should merely be considered an expense to ensure data governance, and not
as the key component it is intended to be for data driven innovation.

Having a Chief Data Officer (CDO) as responsible for the data discovery
team is the most ideal, but also most rare setup for a data catalog. In this
case, the Data Discovery team is a staff function for the CDO. The CDO
writes and puts into action the executive data strategy of a company, and
should therefore have a full overview of all data at hand. In such a case, the
executive data strategy is based on empirical facts, and outcomes are
measurable.

Placing the data catalog in a Data innovation business unit puts the data
catalog directly into the action where it delivers the most value: Innovation.
However, the risk of this setup is lack of control. Without a firm data
governance, the data catalog can risk exposing confidential data or process
sensitive data in a way that is a liability to your company or in a way data
subjects have not consented to.

End Users and Their Roles and
Responsibilities
As with other tools, End users of a data catalogs falls in the same categories
as how the Data Discovery Team can refer upwards:

Innovation end users

Governance end users

Everyday (efficiency) end users

Innovation end users search the data catalog for data sources that can play a
role for innovative purposes, and their data discovery does not end in the



data catalog when they search for data. It continues into the data, as I
depicted in Figure 1-5. Data Discovery for data leads to data discovery and
data exploration in data. Innovation end users should be considered the
most important end users of the catalog, as they will deliver the ROI for the
data catalog. They do so by innovating new offerings to customers, based
on data they have searched, found, analyzed and used.

Governance end users primarily search the data catalog for either
confidential data or sensitive data - or both - in order to protect that data.
They do so both as the catalog expands with new data sources (I discuss
this in chapter 4), and on an ongoing basis, when performing risk
assessments and during daily operations. They also use the data catalog to
get a more managed approach to who can see what data in the organization.
The data catalog will enable them to increase the data governance of the
company, but a Return of Investment (ROI) is more difficult to document in
comparison with innovation end users.

Everyday end users are likely to become the most substantial group of end
users in the future. You can go to chapter 7 to check what that future looks
like in detail. Briefly: At the point where the data catalog truly evolves to
become a company search engine, employees are going to use it for
everyday information needs. These are expressed with simple searches and
are aimed at reports, strategy papers, SOPs and basic access to systems.
Currently, everyday end users of a data catalog are not a very big group. But
you can plan your implementation in such a way that everyday end users
become larger in numbers, with the effect that the data catalog gets more
traction in your company - I discuss this in chapter 4.

All end users have one or more of the following roles and responsibilities in
the data catalog:

Data source owner

The data source owner is also known as simply the system owner or
data custodian in traditional data management.

Domain owner



A domain owner manages a specific collection of assets. The domain
owner ultimately defines which assets belong in the domain and who
should have the different roles in the domain.

Domain steward

A domain steward takes on the more practical tasks such as conducting
interviews with upcoming data source owners, managing the domain
architecture, and providing access to data.

Asset owner

The asset owner is the owner of the data in the data source. Typically,
data ownership spans multiple data sources (as data ownership spans
multiple systems) and it can also in more rare cases span multiple
domains. It is the asset owner that grants access to data upon request.

Asset steward

An asset steward has expertise on a particular subset of assets (an entire
data source or parts of data sources) in a domain.

Term Owner

Term Owners typically own a large subpart of glossaries related to one
or more domains in the data catalog

Term Steward

Term Stewards are responsible for managing term lifecycles. (See
chapter 5 for details.)

Basic end user

Basic end users are able to search the data catalog and request data from
asset owners.

Summary



You have now gotten a first impression of a data catalog. This unique tool
represents a powerful step for your company towards better, more secure
use of your data.

Here are the key takeaways of the chapter:

Data catalogs are organized in domains that contain assets. The assets
are metadata representations of data in source systems. The assets have
either been pulled (crawled) or pushed into the data catalog.

Organized to its maximum capacity, your data catalog will be able to
cater for a completely free and flexible search departing from simple
search, over various ways of browsing to advanced search.

The strategic benefit of a data catalog is data discovery. For the first
time, companies are now able to discover all their data in a structured
and endless way.

Data discovery serves data driven Innovation and data governance.
Innovation is the most important and the reason why data catalogs
emerged in the first place. Data governance on the other hand is not as
profitable, but important in its own right - it secures data.

Accordingly, end user types fall into categories of innovation,
governance - and also everyday users. The end users can have various
different roles and responsibilities in the data catalog.

I suggested in this chapter that you should not have a “Data Catalog
Team” but instead promote the capability that such a team delivers, by
calling it a Data Discovery Team. The Data Discovery Team consists
of architects working in the frontend of the data catalog and engineers
in the backend.

You have three possible setups for Data Discovery teams.

The team can be focused on data governance, with the risk of
losing the innovative potential of the data catalog



The team can be focused on innovation, with the risk of
compromising data governance.

The best possible setup is as a staff function for a Chief Data
Officer, who should take every strategic decision based on the
data that’s actually in the company, be it for innovative or
governance purposes.

In the next chapter, we’ll talk about how you organize data in the data
catalog.

1  If your IT department is very well organized, a few employees may have a very high-level
overview of all types of data via tools such as a Configuration Management Database (CMDB)
and an Active Directory (AD). Remember that Figure 1-1 illustrates the states for the vast
majority of employees in the company, not the selected few in an IT department.

2  G.G. Chowdhury, Modern Information Retrieval, (New York: Neal-Schuman Publishers,
2010) chapters 1 and 2.

3  Peter Morville, Ambient Findability: What We Find Changes Who We Become (Sebastopol,
California: O’Reilly, 2005) p. 6.



Chapter 2. Organizing Data

A NOTE FOR EARLY RELEASE READERS
With Early Release ebooks, you get books in their earliest form—the
author’s raw and unedited content as they write—so you can take
advantage of these technologies long before the official release of these
titles.

This will be the 2nd chapter of the final book. Please note that the
GitHub repo will be made active later on.

If you have comments about how we might improve the content and/or
examples in this book, or if you notice missing material within this
chapter, please reach out to the editor at rfernando@oreilly.com.

You can’t discover and map the entire world in a day. Likewise, you can’t
discover and map the IT landscape of your organization in one go. As you
discovered in chapter 1, the effectiveness of a data catalog is heavily
dependent on how well it is structured and how well it can be searched.
Although it may sound straightforward, organizing your assets and their
metadata isn’t simple. You will have to ask yourself: What is the most
logical way to group data? What’s the most relevant metadata for my data
assets? How do my data assets relate? Can they relate in multiple ways?
And what is the interplay between how confidential data is, and how
sensitive it is?

In chapter, we’ll go through these kinds of questions and walk through the
process of gathering and organizing the assets in a data catalog. We’ll begin
with how to organize domains, proceed to a brief discussion of how you
populate the domains with data, and finally, how to organize your data once
it’s represented in the data catalog. In the end of this chapter, we’ll also go



through the Data Catalog Format (DCF), that I have created specifically for
data catalogs.

Let’s first have a look at how you organize domains.

Organizing Domains in the Data Catalog
The first thing you need to do is to create the domains. You do not need to
create them all at once, just the ones you need to begin push/pull your first
data sources. Then, once you have that, you can then organize the assets
within the domains and we’ll discuss that later.

As I discussed in chapter 1, a domain is a group of assets that logically
belong together. But what does that really mean in the context of a data
catalog? In a data catalog, it is up to the domain owners to define what
assets go into their domain. In the following subsections, I will provide you
with a guide to architect domains.

Domain Architecture in a Data Catalog
The task of organizing your domains can be a messy one. Without a
reference architecture for your domains, you might not even know where to
start.

Have no fear. I have created a domain architecture for data catalogs to get
you started and group your data sources in a logical, systematic way. You
can see it in Figure 2-1. With this architecture in hand, you get a frame that
will allow you to keep a firm steer when you organize your domains - this is
the hands-on guide to group all your data sources in a logical, systematic
way.

The top level of Figure 2-1 is the data catalog main entry. The Main Entry
is the root of all the domains and a logical starting point. Think of it as your
entire catalog: Everything is subdivided from here. It’s not recommended
(and in many data catalogs impossible) to have multiple main entries, for
two reasons:



1. Each asset from each data source can only be stored in one place. This
means that all levels need to relate to one top level, as it all constitutes
subdivisions of one body of data: the data of your organization.

2. Your data catalog team needs complete control of the entire data
catalog, as I discussed in Chapter 1. Therefore, you need one top level,
from where all roles and responsibilities are assigned in the lower
levels.

Before we talk about the various layers of the data catalog architecture, we
first need to have a deeper understanding of what is meant by domain.



Figure 2-1. Domain Architecture in a Data Catalog

Understanding Domains
If you want to understand what a domain is, two fields can deliver answers:

Domain Driven Design

Information Science



It’s Domain Driven Design that is dominant in data management and
subsequently most known in a data catalog context. But as you will see later
in this subsection, Domain Driven Design is not a completely proper fit
when you architect domains in the data catalog. And so first, I will briefly
describe the understanding of a domain in Domain Driven Design and
Information science,

Domain Driven Design (DDD) emerged in the early 2000’s and was
formulated in the book Domain Driven Design by Eric Evans.  DDD
enables software engineers to better understand and cater for the context to
create usable, logical software. In DDD, software design is driven by the
domain it’s created for - domain driven design.

Remember: DDD is intended for the creation of software. You can see just
how intermingled domain and software is in DDD, in this quote from Eric
Evans:

Every software program relates to some activity or interest of its user. That
subject area to which the user applies the program is the domain of the
software (...) To create software that is valuably involved in users’
activities, a development team must bring to bear a body of knowledge
related to those activities. (...) Models are tools for grappling with this….

So, in DDD, understanding a domain is about creating software that models
users’ activities or interests - taking into account the knowledge those
activities/interests rely on.

These days, DDD is becoming relevant for a new purpose, this time not for
software, but for data. It is the movement known as data mesh, that has
applied DDD for data. Data mesh suggests a way to create scalable data
infrastructure that allows data to spread faster, easier, in a federated
governance model where each business unit is responsible for storing,
exposing and providing access to their data. I discuss data mesh architecture
in more depth in chapter 6, also how I see this architecture in relation to a
data catalog. For now, you only need to know that data mesh understands
domains as defined in DDD.

1
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And now, we are at the core of the problem: DDD was not intended for data
architecture, but for the creation of software. Thought leaders in the data
mesh movement such as Zhamak Dehghani  and Piethein Strengholt  both
point to DDD regarding how to organize data in domains. And they both
address that rescoping DDD for data and not software is far from easy and
ideal - although they provide sound and applicable advice on how to do it.
Nevertheless, for a data catalog in particular, I suggest taking another
approach in understanding and designing domains, that focuses less on
software, and more on knowledge. This approach is found in information
science.

I’ll first explain domain thinking in Information Science, and I’ll then
briefly discuss the differences between domain thinking in DDD and
Information Science in a note.

In Information Science, a domain has no links to a technological reality per
se. It’s purpose is not to create software, it simply focuses on people and
what they do, and defines a domain like this:

A domain, then, can be a group of people who work together if they share
knowledge, goals, methods of operation, and communication. It can be a
community of hobbyists, a scholarly discipline, an academic department,
and so on

This is the definition of domain that I rely on in this book, and behind this
very simple definition follows that a domain is made of:

Knowledge as an ontological base, meaning a shared understanding of
concepts and their relations

Goals as a teleology, meaning that this group shares ambitions of what
they want to achieve or obtain - what drives them

Methods of operations, meaning hypothesis and methodologies to test
and expand the domain

Communication as social semantics, in the sense of what tools and
systems the group uses to communicate

3 4
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Each domain also has various degrees of Intension and Extension. The
Intension is how deep a domain goes in terms of level of expertise
knowledge. For example, academics would have a deeper intension than the
hobbyists. Intension has a very concrete meaning: A domain can have an
infinite layer of subdomains, so for example: Winemaking can have
subdomains such as Natural Winemaking and Traditional Winemaking. In
the case of the hobbyists, the intension stop there, but that would not be the
case for the academics, that would further divide the intension of Natural
Winemaking into Organical Winemaking and Biodynamical Winemaking
and probably even further. Extension, on the other hand, refers to the level
of breadth in the domain, and in this case, the hobbyists have a broader
extension as they are likely to include adjacent domains into their own
domain, without mastering them at a professional level. Winemaking would
be part of a domain also comprised of travel and pleasure, for example.

NOTE
The fundamental problem of applying DDD for data, in a data mesh, is that intension
and extension is not free. Domains of completely various levels of intension and
extension are put together in a string, to define how data flows between software
components. That may work for a data mesh orchestrated in an actual IT landscape, but
it will not work in a data catalog: It will not deliver the total overview of data in your
company, in a structure that is searchable enough to create data discovery.

In figure 2-2, I have added knowledge, goals, methods, and communication,
as well as intension and extension to our domain architecture diagram.
These elements, that constitutes a domain in information science, are all
placed where they belong in the domain architecture of the data catalog. At
this point, we are ready to run through the domain architecture in a data
catalog, and I begin with the layer that can either be structured based on
processes or capabilities.



Figure 2-2. Domain Architecture in a Data Catalog with domain specific components.

Processes or Capabilities
The very first step to organize your domain is to choose between creating
the domains as processes or capabilities. Both will work fine, as they are
stable entities. In either case, you start with high level processes or
capabilities and divide them into various sublevels.

A Process domain is put together based on how things are done. Processes
are part of a value chain that expresses how the products or services of a
company are created. Processes are either directly or indirectly part of this



value chain. Direct processes are e.g. Research & Development,
Manufacturing and Sales. Indirect processes are supportive processes or
strategic processes that enable the value chain, and they contain processes
within themselves also.

In Figure 2-3 you can see an example of an indirect process map in the Two
Ravens data catalog, namely HR processes. Pay attention to the process
aspect in the level just below “HR Processes” that expresses how
employees join, work in and leave a company in the following process
steps: Recruitment, Onboarding, Development, Self Service, Offboarding
and Resignation. As you can see, all groupings are part of an overall
process. Therefore, the domain depicted would partly lose its meaning, if
one of these parts were missing.

The knowledge, goals and methods must be described in each part of the
domain at the process level (ideally, the processes displayed are self-
explanatory, but you must ensure as logically an overview as possible for
the end user of the data catalog).



Figure 2-3. Domain architecture based on processes

A Capability domain is put together based on what things are done.
Capabilities are performed by many different business units and therefore
present in many different business processes. Unlike processes, capabilities
are expressed using nouns, also for activities performed, typically coined as
Management or Analytics, Determination and Prioritization.

In Figure 2-4 you can see an example of a capability mapping in the data
catalog, in this case Data Analytics. I advise you to look closely at the level
just below Data Analytics, containing the cacapilities: Descriptive
Analytics, Diagnostic Analytics, Predictive Analytics and Prescriptive
Analytics. Unlike the processes you saw in Figure 2-3, the capabilities are
not part of a chain of events - they are not steps in an overall process. They



can be performed by many different parts of your company, simultaneously
and independently.

Do not be tempted to build your domains directly based on your
organization diagram. It’s tempting to do so, because you have it at hand
and mapped out for you already. But you must keep in mind that your
domains should be stable entities to land data safely in the data catalog.
And organizations change all the time: Teams are merged, split up,
outsourced, recreated and reorganized constantly - and you end up
maintaining a continuously changing domain architecture instead of
catering for data discovery.

NOTE
If you work in a highly regulated industry, such as food, pharma, or oil and gas, your
company has an official process map with several layers, contained in a Quality
Management System (QMS).  It’s a requirement for regulated industries to document
their processes, as these industries must explain and show proof of correctly performed
processes under audit and inspections from the authorities, such as the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), in the US. If your company has such a process map, use it! You
must organize your domains in the data catalog so that they mirror the process map 1:1,
but you can leave out the lowest levels of the process map. They are typically too
detailed and explain very specific actions by employees. Below the process levels, you
should define data sources - take a look at Figure 2-3 if this puzzles you.

If your company does not have an existing process map, you can either
create a process map - or a capability map. You must remember not to mix
processes and capabilities, as they are different in nature. You must choose
one or the other and stick to that. Processes describe how a company
performs its tasks, capabilities describe what tasks a company performs -
and neither reflects the business units of your company 1:1. You can find a
great introduction to processes and capabilities in A Guide to the Business
Architecture Body of Knowledge,  that I recommend you read before you
actually begin mapping domains in your data catalog.

OK, so now we move to the level below processes/capabilities, which is the
technology layer - your actual data sources.

6
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Figure 2-4. Domain architecture based on capabilities

Data Sources



When you have successfully mapped your domain into processes or
capabilities, you move deeper into the architecture, and depict the data
sources that support them. The generic data source is a technology
component. These technologies can be both databases, data lakes or -
warehouses and actual applications.

TIP
Keep in mind that you cannot skip mapping domains in either processes or capabilities.
Your map of data sources will be meaningless, close to unreadable, for end-users, if you
move directly from the data catalog main entry and into Generic data sources. Even the
data discovery team will lose track of what data sources are registered in the data
catalog, if you proceed in such a way.

Let’s continue with the Two Ravens capability domains example from the
previous section. Take a look at Figure 2-5. Two Ravens uses Power BI as
the data source to support the capability of Demand Trends Report
Management (part of Report Management, part of Descriptive Analytics,
part of Data Analytics). This is first registered as a generic data source - as
there are many specific instances of Power BI, so you must remember to
divide your data sources into generic and specific ones. The generic data
source simply refers to the software component; such as Databricks, Google
BigQuery or in this case, Power BI.



Figure 2-5. Generic and specific data source

Below the Generic data source is the specific data source. You need to treat
each data source as specific instances of a generic data source, so that the
assets contained in the capability are actually only the ones supporting this
capability. This will also easen how you assign roles and responsibilities to
the assets.



A specific data source simply means that it is a specific instance of the
generic data source. In this case, it’s a specific subscription of Power BI.
You must be aware that it could also just be only part of a subscription,
sometimes it’s not relevant to expose all data.

Think of this in a domain perspective: Your data sources are how the
domain communicates. So how many data sources you have, and how much
data from them you include from them in the domain, must be no more, no
less, than the sources the domain uses to communicate.

NOTE
The possibility to divide data sources like this, is another advantage of an information
scientific approach to domains. DDD domains always struggle with how to handle data
sources (software) used in several domains, because it is rooted in software process
thinking.

OK, at this point, you have created a safe landing zone for data sources!
Below the specific data source is where you will place your collection of
assets. The first thing you need to do is to pull or push your assets from the
data source, into the data catalog.

Getting Assets into the Data Catalog
Getting assets into your data catalog by either pull or push is an enormous
topic. You can read further about this topic in Chapter 6 Accessing data. But
I must also advise you to consult other data management literature on this
topic to get a complete picture of how push and pull is performed. If your
company is in the process of selecting a data catalog, you can ask the sales
engineers for specific guidance as well.

For now, I will briefly introduce push and pull so that you get familiarized
with the concepts and know what you need to prepare for, when getting data
into your data catalog. Let’s begin with pull.



Pull
The pull principle is used by most data catalog providers. There are three
scenarios for pull.

Using standard connectors.

Application Programming Interface

Read Only Datastore and built in crawler

Pull is mostly done through standard connectors. These are built-in
connectors, also called the built-in crawler, in the data catalog. The
connector/crawler is a small program that is designed to run through a
specific data source and export all metadata values in the source into the
data catalog. Each type of data source requires its own connector.
Therefore, the types- and amounts of connectors in a data catalog is
something that you must consider carefully when you assess which one to
buy. You can have a look in Chapter 7 in the section What data catalog
should I buy? regarding what you need to consider, when selecting your
data catalog

Figure 2-6. Using a standard connector (built-in crawler)



Nevertheless, you are likely to find yourself in a situation where you lack
connectors to relevant data sources for your data catalog. The reason is that
the amount of IT systems is growing very fast these years, take for example
a look at the Data and AI landscape just for technology focused on data.
Remember that they each need a distinct connector. No vendor is capable of
producing connectors to all data sources out there.

In the case of lacking connectors, you can use Application Programming
Interface (API).

Figure 2-7. Using API.

What you need to know about API’s is this: You know that an application
(an IT-system) has a User Interface (UI) - that’s the interface you use, when
you interact with the application. But sometimes, applications need to
interact not with users, but with other applications. In that case, it is not the
interface for users (User Interface, UI) that is relevant, but the interface for
applications (Application Programming Interface, API). Basically, using an
API is like a phone call. You type in what data you want from the data
source (the application), and when you have finished dialing, you call the
data source using the API, and you receive a result.

http://46eybw2v1nh52oe80d3bi91u-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/ML-AI-Data-Landscape-2021.pdf


But some data sources do not have an API layer, and therefore, you can
resort to another relatively simple solution. This is to mirror your data
source in a Read-Only Data Store (RDS). Read-only data stores can be
databases, data lakes and other storage solutions: Solutions where data is
stored simply to be read (and not maintained or be part of a business
process orchestrated between several IT systems). The trick here is, that you
choose an RDS that can be crawled with an out of the box connector in the
data catalog.

Figure 2-8. Using RDS + standard connector

Push
Push is based on streaming. Very simply explained, with streaming you
dont make “phone calls”. You just sit and listen. Streaming literally
illustrates that you do not not influence what data you receive, the stream
does. When you stream on e.g. Netflix, you sit and listen to the stream, you
do not call a datasource via an API. Streaming is a technology that filters
data from source systems into channels on a (streaming) platform. On that
platform, consumers - such as a data catalog - can choose to subscribe to
channels with various data (technically speaking, you connect to a



streaming platform using an API layer. The push happens between the data
source and the streaming platform) It is this movement of data that requires
high quality data, as it would not serve a purpose to expose poor quality
data on a streaming platform. This is not the case in pull, that connects to
data sources directly, also to sources that have poor data quality.

Streaming - push - as the sole ingestion method in a data catalog is rare.
The data catalog Acryl that is built on LinkedIN DataHub uses it. But push
is time consuming and requires data quality to be high up front. You can see
a conceptual overview of the basic push scenario in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-9. Basic push scenario.

OK, let’s sum up: You now know how to structure a domain inside your
data catalog, and how to pull or push data into that domain. Here, the data
will appear as assets representing data in a data source. Next, you need to
organize your assets in your domain and understand what kind of metadata
you need to add to assets and why.

Organizing Assets in the Domains
How well you organize your assets inside their domain will determine if
your data catalog is a success or a failure. Assets that are not assigned
relevant metadata will slowly disappear in the total amounts of assets - they
will not appear in searches by the end users of the data catalog. You need
your assets to be discovered and used, and this section will teach you how.

Asset Metadata
I defined asset in chapter 1 as an entity of data that exists in your IT
landscape. It could be a file, folder, table, stored in a data source such as an
application or database, etc. The asset in the data catalog consists of



metadata that represents that file, folder, schema etc. in the data source.
Metadata is popularly defined as data about data. This definition is short,
but precise.To elaborate, metadata refers to other data, and it does not exist
without the data it refers to. Assets are made up entirely of metadata, all
your assets in your data catalog refers to data in data sources. In the
sections that follow, you will learn to describe your assets so that you
maximize their data discovery potential.

All assets have owners and stewards. Consider these roles as mandatory
metadata: All assets need to have assigned owners and stewards. Asset
Owners are the actual owners of data in the source system. It will always be
the data owner that defines who can access a data source and what data can
be used for.

It’s a strategic gain for your company that the data catalog can help assign
data ownership. This is a very difficult task in most companies, due to the
common lack of understanding of this responsibility - it’s complex and only
offers hardship. With a data catalog, thats different: Data ownership
suddenly comes with services such a an overview of sensitive data and
control mechanism of data owners share data

In daily operations, it will be the Asset Steward that maintains assets in a
domain. Specifically, the Asset Steward adds metadata, handles data access
request and lifecycle management activities in general - check out chapter 5
about lifecycles.

In order to properly organize the assets in a domain, you need to think about
how the metadata for each asset was derived or added to the data catalog.
The metadata for an asset can be derived from a data source, it can be added
when the asset is already in the data catalog, or both.

On a more general level assets can have:

Metadata derived from the data source

Metadata added in the data catalog



Metadata either derived from the data source or added in the data
catalog

Let’s go through each scenario.

Metadata derived from the data source
There are two types of metadata in an asset that are always derived from the
data source:

Technical Metadata

Business Metadata

Technical metadata tells you exactly what data source the asset is stored in,
who created the asset, when the asset was created, the file-format of the
asset etc. For example a Qlik Sense Report created by a Business Analyst in
the HR department in the 13-dec-2021, based on JavaScript and QEXT
files.

Business metadata is metadata that describes the asset in human language,
for example names of tables and columns, descriptions and definitions of
data types, etc.

Derived metadata constitutes the minimum description of your assets. It’s
valuable, you need it to get the facts right about your assets, but you can’t
rely on derived metadata alone: It will not contextualize your assets
sufficiently to make your data catalog perform relevant search experiences
for end users - people won’t find what they are looking for. Therefore, you
need to add metadata to your assets, inside the data catalog.

Metadata added in the data catalog
You can add metadata such as descriptions and glossary terms to the assets
in your data catalog.

Descriptions are high level descriptions of assets, and they should contain at
least two elements: primary and secondary usage.



Primary usage is a brief explanation about what the asset is used for, in the
data source where it was pulled/pushed from. Secondary usage are
suggestions from the data provider to potential consumers about what the
asset can be used to,

Glossary terms are basically words that are found in various glossaries
inside the data catalog. Glossaries basically allow you to “tag” your asset
with terms. This increases the discoverability of the asset when users search
for topics where the asset could be relevant. The glossaries are lists of
words that describe you company and the glossaries are controlled to
various degrees, by either a domain glossary team or a centralized global
glossary team. There are three kinds of glossaries:

Folksonomies

Taxonomies

Ontologies (thesauri)

Figure 2-8 illustrates the three different glossary types.



Figure 2-10. Glossary types

A folksonomy is a user-generated glossary that organizes assets by the use
of tags. If you use social media, you’ve probably seen posts relating to a
certain topic marked with a hashtag. For example, #puppies for posts
involving dogs, #ootd for posts about someone’s outfit of the day, or more
seriously, #metoo for posts about sexual harassment. There are no formal
rules in a folksonomy, everyone can create tags and use them as they want.
However, don’t let it’s use on social media fool you into thinking they’re
just for fun. When used in a data catalog, you can use folksonomies to
describe assets in completely unique ways, and this will enable search for
specific topics that a central team would not have thought of.

Folksonomies are domain specific: They must only be used in a domain
specific context to freely express the language of that particular domain. In

https://www.isko.org/cyclo/tagging


your data catalog glossary, you must let domain owners have an isolated
sub-glossary, only applicable for their domain, and without any control.

A Taxonomy is a user-generated glossary that organizes assets by the use of
terms that are agreed upon and aligned on the domain level. Therefore,
taxonomies are more controlled than folksonomies. Taxonomies are created
by a small group of people within a domain and not the general public, and
subsequently, the taxonomy creates a more formal language.Tags are
completely free associations, for example #ootd in the folksonomy would
be for example daily clothes in a taxonomy. This is because a group within
a domain has decided a logical term to describe this specific element of
clothing. Also, taxonomies tend to create hierarchies between terms, some
being broader than others, for example daily clothes is a narrower term than
clothes but broader than daily clothes when it rains. Some taxonomies,
especially in online shopping experiences, apply a faceted approach that
enables to “build” a unique expression when organizing data and searching
for. Such facets could be colors e.g.: blue + garment, e.g.: dress. This is
certainly also applicable in data catalogs, and as you will see in chapter 3, a
faceted approach can be of great benefit.

Taxonomies are also domain specific. They represent a domain’s formal
description of itself in a glossary. So, next to each domain’s own
folksonomy-based glossary, you must also make domain owners implement
a taxonomy-based glossary, managed by a small group within that domain.
The taxonomy alternative to the folksonomy, is (also) very useful when
searching the data catalog, as you will see in chapter 3.

Ontologies are structures that move away from hierarchy thinking and
towards a cluster thinking instead. In a computer scientific context, you
may think of ontologies as endless relational structures that define a
domain, using for example XML/RDF or knowledge graphs, as we will
discuss in chapter 3. This is also true for a ontology-based glossary in a data
catalog, but the structure follows a format that is defined as a thesaurus. A
Thesaurus (-ontology) has a center, the preferred term (PT). This is the core
of the cluster, the main thing that is described. Let’s stick to the above
example and say that the preferred term is daily clothes. This preferred term

https://www.isko.org/cyclo/thesaurus


is surrounded by Variant Terms (VT), that are synonyms. In this case, a
variant term could be #ootd. There are also more freely associated terms,
called Related Terms (RT). In this case it could be for example raincoat.
Finally, there are narrower terms (NT) for example daily clothes when it
rains and broader terms (BT) in this case clothes. But keep in mind that it is
the PT that is the center of the cluster; it may have as many broader terms
as you see fit, and does not belong in an overall hierarchy. An ontology is
highly controlled, and has a lot of potential for improving search, as you’ll
see in chapter 3.

There can only be one ontology-based glossary in a data catalog. It’s a
global glossary that applies for all domains. In this book, I call it the
Central Glossary. The Central glossary is managed by a head of data
governance or the like, and it is an absolutely key component for the
success of your data catalog, as you will see in chapter 3.

From a systemic point of view, you lose the ability to analyze and improve
search behavior, if you believe you have perfectly described the truth of
your company in a highly controlled glossary. You must strive for both no
control and control at the same time.

NOTE
Do not anticipate that more controlled glossaries are less biased than glossaries where
you have little or no control over the terms. What you get with control is a more
consistent semantic expression, globally in your glossary, between your terms. But it
will be just as subjective and biased a glossary as a loosely controlled glossary. For
example, Melissa Adler has succinctly examined the gender and race bias in the
cataloging practice in Library of Congress, in the US.

Do not take the implementation and management of your Glossaries lightly.
They are the cornerstone in improving your data catalogs search capability.
You’ll learn the organizational details in the rest of this chapter, and you’ll
realize how in chapter 3.
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Metadata derived from the data source or added in the data
catalog
There are certain types of metadata, that are sometimes included as derived
metadata, in data catalogs that pull - and sometimes not. Depending on the
data catalog you choose. These types of metadata are data lineage and
semantic relations expressed on the basis of knowledge graphs.

Data lineage and semantic relations as graphs are important metadata to
each asset. I defined both of them in chapter 1, but let me briefly recap:
Data lineage shows how an entire asset travels horizontally, in an ETL
process - and beyond. Semantic relations show parts of an asset (e.g. a
specific column in a table) and how it relates to parts of other assets.

Both lineage and semantic relations are technical features. Lineage typically
just visualizes ETL jobs in certain data sources and semantic relations are
built on a graph database that can be combined with Natural Language
Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) in cases where it is derived
from the data source. You should be able to expand both, manually and via
API, inside the data catalog.

Figure 2-9 shows the asset architecture of Two Ravens. Notice that it builds
on figures 1-9 and 2-4, which showed a fully organized asset and a domain
architecture built on capabilities. What you see, is a generic Power BI asset,
including all the metadata types I have discussed in this section. The
straight lines from the central asset and outwards is lineage, and they depict
the lineage of the entire dataset, where it comes from and where it travels
further. The curved lines from the central asset and outwards are graph
relations, and they depict parts of the asset being conceptually/semantically
related to other assets.



Figure 2-11. Asset architecture

Metadata Quality



In this section, I discuss how to analyze the quality of domains and assets in
the data catalog. because everything in the data catalog consists of
metadata, I call this analysis metadata quality.  Metadata quality refers to
how well domains and assets are represented. Your ability to search a data
catalog depends on the quality of the metadata. Without good metadata, the
search functions in your data catalog will not work well.

Earlier in this chapter, I discussed Intension (depth) and Extension (width)
of domains. These two things constitute the actual depth and width of the
domain - how the domain happens to be architected in exactly your data
catalog.

But there are also ideal depths and widths of domains. They are not
universal (no universal, ideal domain architecture exists). The ideal depth
and width of a domain is based on a domain analysis, and is expressed with
one term, for both depth and width: Exhaustivity.

TIP
Domain analysis is an essential part of information science. If you need to perform a
domain analysis, take an initial look at Smiraglia’s book, which I quoted above in this
chapter. It contains a list of the methods usually applied.

Exhaustivity characterizes a state, where a domain is perfectly expressed in
depth and width. Exhaustivity, therefore, can be high, if the domain is
depicted in perfect depth and width. Likewise, exhaustivity is low, if the
domain is depicted in insufficient depth and width. On top of that is another
measure: Specificity.

Specificity is the usage of the actual Intension (depth) and extension (width)
in the domain - and not a potential usage of the perfectly exhaustive,
theoretical domain structure. If you have only pulled or pushed data sources
to a few of the actual subdomains in your domain, then, the specificity is
low. Likewise, if you have pulled or pushed data sources to most
subdomains in your domain, then your specificity is high.
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Figure 2-10 provides an overview of how to think about exhaustivity and
specificity. It’s a matrix, because you basically have four scenarios for
exhaustivity/specificity, either both are low or high, or one is high and one
is low. We’ll return to this specificity/exhaustivity matrix in Chapter 2 and
5.

Exhaustivity and specificity are not only in play when it comes to domains.
They are also applicable for the two glossaries that are subject to control
performed by a central group, that is the taxonomy- and ontology-based
glossaries. So, you can evaluate the exhaustivity and specificity of your
controlled glossaries, just as you can for your domains.

If the glossary terms for a specific domain covers the domain appropriately,
then the level of exhaustivity is high. If they do not, then the level of
exhaustivity is low. This is the case, if the glossary terms are too broad, or
simply lacking. If all or most of the glossary terms for a specific domain are
applied to some of the assets in the domain, then the specificity is high. If
they are not, specificity is low.



Figure 2-12. Specificity/exhaustivity matrix (for both domains and glossaries)



TIP
Exhaustivity and specificity are important for search. We’ll talk about it more in Chapter
3, but here are some questions for you to think about in the meantime: Is it easy to
search for a very special type of asset, if it has only been cataloged with general, broad
glossary terms although more specific terms exist in the glossary? Is it easy to browse
your way to a very special type of asset in a domain, it only has few, very broad
subdomains? Can you trust that you have searched correctly, if the only hits you get on
something very general are detailed, specialized assets?

Classification
The metadata of a data catalog may include metadata from the data sources
themselves, as well as glossary terms added in the data catalog, but it also
includes the classification of assets. So, what does it mean to classify
something?

Classification can mean several things, depending on who you ask. For
example, you might hear the following dialog between a CISO and DPO:

CISO: “I have classified this data… and it is highly confidential!”

DPO: “What do you mean - I classified this data months ago, it’s not
sensitive at all.”

CISO: “What? I completely disagree!”

DPO: “Huh? So do I!”

In fact, both the CISO and the DPO have correctly classified the data - it’s
often the case that data is classified as highly confidential and not sensitive
at all, at the same time. This is because classification means several things,
depending on who you ask. There are three types of classification:

Content

Confidentiality

Sensitivity



In your data catalog, you must enable all three types of classifications to
each asset, and users must be able to combine them as they want.
Remember: High levels of confidentiality does not imply high levels of
sensitivity, and vice versa.

Classification of Content refers to what your asset is. It’s the unique label of
your asset that defines exactly what it is about. I advise you to build the
content classification in the data catalog based on the structure of your
domains - and that you formalize this in instructions to domain owners, so
that the content classification is consistently applied. For example, the
following expresses the classification of content for an asset in the Two
Ravens data catalog shown in Figure 2-5:
DA.DeA.RM.DT.Power BI

The logic of this expression is that all the capabilities as acronyms are
shortened so they are all distinguishable from each other, combined with the
generic data source. You can see the expression visually explained Figure 2-
11.

Figure 2-13. Methodology for Content Classification

So, this asset is within the Data Analytics (DA) domain, under Descriptive
Analytics (DeA), under Report management (RM), within Data Trends
(DT), and uses PowerBI as the data source. As you will learn in chapter 3,
content classification is a very powerful element to search your data
catalog. You may find it cumbersome to define content classification for
each specific subdomain of assets and make users apply it, but these



processes can be automated in data catalogs. And if the payoff really is
remarkable.

Classification of Confidentiality is how secret your asset is. All your assets
have a level of confidentiality. Your CISO is the defining authority of
confidentiality, in close collaboration with the Legal Counsel.
Confidentiality classifications originate from military, police and
intelligence organizations. NATO has the following confidentiality
classifications:

COSMIC TOP SECRET

NATO SECRET

NATO CONFIDENTIAL

NATO RESTRICTED

Also, the label Unclassified is added to open, public information in NATO.
The level of confidentiality is determined by the level of damage a breach
of the data would cause. The exposure of COSMIC TOP SECRET data
from inside NATO will cause exceptionally grave damage, NATO SECRET
will cause serious damage, NATO CONFIDENTIAL will cause damage to
the interests of NATO, and finally NATO RESTRICTED will be
disadvantageous to NATO. Make no mistake about it: The levels of
confidentiality in NATO are based on body counts.

Although it’s generally good practice to err on the side of caution, the
extreme can be detrimental.  If all data in your data catalog is TOP
SECRET, then you end up with a cumbersome security structure, and lose
the point of the data catalog: To make data discoverable, and therefore used
in new contexts. You need to be realistic about how confidential your data
actually is. Think about it this way: if the data were to be accidentally
released, how much damage would it cause? A document containing an
SOP for cleaning a production facility is relatively harmless. A BI report
containing the production performance of the production facility would be
less harmless, but not life threatening to the company. A drawing in .dwg
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format of the production facility in complete detail would be catastrophic in
terms of industrial espionage, if it was accidentally made public.

Classification of Sensitivity is how personal your asset is. All your assets
have a level of sensitivity. It is the DPO that ensures that the various
regulations on Personal Identifiable Information (PII) are enforced in your
company. If your company is operating on a global scale, these are the
levels of sensitivity you must choose between and assign to your assets in
the data catalog:

Non-personal data

Personally Identifiable Information

Personal data

Sensitive Personal data

PII is a global term that merely distinguishes between data that is not
personal and data that is. Personal data simply means that the data in
question can identify a person. In GDPR, PII is further distinguished
between Personal Data and Sensitive Personal data. Personal data is private,
but not compromising; for example name, address and age. Personal
sensitive data, on the other hand, is compromising data, and is for example
membership of a union, political party, ethnicity and health data. Many data
catalogs can automatically detect if an asset holds a value that is PII, so this
classification can be automated.

TIP
Your data catalog has a big selling point: Normally your CISO and DPO will oppose
solutions that let all employees see all data in the company. But as data catalogs contain
only metadata, not will the CISO and DPO be OK with this solution: They will support
it, because they get something they didn’t have before. The CISO can control
confidentiality and the DPO can control sensitivity on the actual IT landscape, and not
just in policies.



As we’ve discussed throughout this chapter, there are a lot of things that go
into organizing the data in a data catalog. One way to bring it all together is
to use something that I call the Data Catalog Format.

Data Catalog Format
The first time I saw a data catalog, I immediately knew that I had to build a
Data Catalog Format (DCF). With my background in Information Science, I
was familiar with formats dedicated uniquely to catalogs - and the
possibilities such a format offers!

DCF is not like a metamodel that describes how your data catalog is
structured. Instead, you can think of DCF as a complete and decomposed
description of an asset in a data catalog - all the elements depicted in
Figure 2-9. Asset architecture. But there is a fundamental difference
Figure 2-9 and DCF: In DCF, each and every metadata element of the asset
is turned into LEGO’s. You can pick up the elements you want and put them
together as you please. You can use DCF for many things, such as:

Create metadata quality metrics for your assets

Orchestrate API based pulls of data sources into the data catalog

Enrich assets with more metadata

And many more things! My own motivation to create DCF was this: I want
to give you the possibility to search for everything in the data catalog, just
as you like. So, DCF can not only be understood as LEGO’s with the
purpose of organizing data, but also to search for data. That’s why I turned
DCF into Data Catalog Query Language in chapter 3.

DCF is organized in a structure that builds on the principles behind
Machine-Readable Cataloging (MARC). MARC was developed by the
Library of Congress in the US, back in the 1960s and 1970s and it
completely revolutionized library catalogs, changing them from physical
ink on paper card collections to computerized catalogs. As such, MARC
enabled computational speed and scalability of catalogs on a global scale,

https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED127954.pdf


and catapulted libraries into the digital age. DCF can play a similar role for
company data, in data catalogs.

DCF uses the organizing principles of MARC. When MARC was invented,
it was an actual computable format, but DCF is not: It is a purely logical
structure made out of numbers and signs that represents all the potential
metadata of a data catalog asset.

DCF is deliberately not written in e.g. .xml or .json or the like, because
attempts to turn MARC into such formats have not proved relevant. The
same is true for DCF; you would have to reconfigure e.g. a json script to
match precisely your data catalog. But if you want, you can definitely play
with DCF and turn it into specific formats that match your data catalog
exactly, and use it for a large variety of purposes in that way, like the ones I
mentioned above. For example the API-based ingestion of data assets,
completely described with metadata.

You can see an illustration of DCF, including its structural logic in Figure 2-
12. Data Catalog Format.



Figure 2-14. Data Catalog Format.

Here, you have the text of the DCF without annotations.
001 00 *a: process level 1 *b: process level 2 *c: process level 3  
 *d: process level 4 
002 00 *a: capability level 1 *b: capability level 2 *c: capability 
level 3 
       *d: capability level 4 
003 01 *a: domain owner *b: domain steward 
010 01 *a: generic data source *b: specific data source 
011 01 *a: data source owner 
020 01 *a: asset type free *b: asset type default *c: format 
default 
021 01 *a: asset primary usage *b: asset secondary usage 
022 01 *a: asset owner *b: asset steward 
023 01 *a: folksonomy term 1 *b: folksonomy term 2 *c: folksonomy 
term 3 
023 02 *a: taxonomy term 1 *b: taxonomy term 2 *c: taxonomy term 3 
023 03 *a: ontology term 1 *b: ontology term 2 *c: ontology term 3 
024 01 *a: lineage upstream *b: downstream,  
025 01 *a: graph related to 
026 01 *a: classification of content  
026 02 *a: top secret *b: secret *c: confidential *d: restricted  



       *c: unclassified  
026 03 *a: non PII *b: PII *c: personal data *d: sensitive personal 
data

Take a close look at all the elements in DCF. You’ll see that it is simply all
the metadata elements that I have discussed in this chapter. In DCF, you
have them all, but as small LEGO building blocks. you can put them
together as you want - use them to do what you wish. Game on!

NOTE
I dedicate this section and DCF to Henriette Avram (1919-2006). Avram was a computer
scientist and the inventor of MARC. Working as an innovator and leader in the Library
of Congress in the US, she had remarkable energy and intellectual vision. Her invention
of MARC was so solid that the existence of books could be distributed digitally on a
global scale thanks to her.

It is not an exaggeration to state that Henriette Avram saved the entire printed, literary
heritage from oblivion, as MARC ensured literature’s continued relevance and presence
in the era of energy consuming, digital media. She wasn’t motivated by personal profit,
but saw herself as a promoter of the cultural heritage of the world, that she wanted to
spread for the greater good of humankind.

Someone needs to make a movie about Henriette Avram. She was a true computer
science pioneer

Summary
In this chapter we discussed how to organize data in a data catalog. Here are
the key takeaways of the chapter:

Data sources in your data catalog are organized into domains. The
information scientific understanding of domains is the one used in this
book, as it is less software centric and more conceptual, than the one in
Domain Driven Design.

The domain structure has three layers that consists of processes or
capabilities, data sources and assets.

Each layer has metadata

https://www.loc.gov/loc/lcib/0605/avram.html


At the asset layer, there are three types of glossaries, namely
folksonomies, taxonomies and ontologies, and that they all play an
important role in describing your assets.

Data sources are pulled and pushed into a data catalog, using out of the
box crawlers from the data catalog, Read Only Datastores (RDS), API
and streaming.

Classification means several things, namely classification of content,
confidentiality and sensitivity. All three are combined freely, because
all kinds of data be e.g. highly confidential and not sensitive at all.

The Data Catalog Format is a structure that in itself summarizes the
content of this chapter, as it structures all metadata that is necessary to
assign to an asset, in a data catalog.

You can use DCF for a lot of things - I won’t be able to predict them
all. In the next chapter, I’ll use DCF to create a query language that
will enable you to search for everything.

In the next chapter, we will talk about how you search for data in a data
catalog.
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